The concept 912/7-G fully servo-driven allows screen printing on any developable shape existing on the market
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today. These include but are not limited to: Cylindrical, Oval, Polygon & Flat… The printing heads are totally independent
allowing decoration on bottles of complex forms. It is possible to program a different geometric shape and decor for each
printing head. The machine 912/7-G allows printing up to 4 enamel colors or 2 UV colors on the same bottle with accurate registration between colors.
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Technical data
7-STATION CAROUSEL MACHINE
Configuration: Up to 4 enamel colors or
2 UV colors.
Dimensions of objects:
Object diameter up to 50 to 120mm.
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(for larger sizes, please consult us)

Height from 180 to 380mm.
Printing dimensions:
Maximum printing length = 380mm
Maximum printing height = 280mm
Production output:
Up to 4000 objects/h.
Weight: ± 8000 kg.
Equipment: SIEMENS for all servomotors
and control interface.
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Semi-automatic CNC machine
Equipped with 4 servo-driven axis, the 902-G can print any shapes of developable
objects (object: rotation and elevation; squeegee and screen: lateral movement).
Downstream drying accomplished on an independent dryer.
Allows validating decors, output and consumables before production on automatic
carousel 982/12-G (or 912/7-G).
In addition, the machine 902-G can be used to train operators without having
to stop the production on the automatic machine. Ideal equipment to run test
batches or other productions that would not be possible on a conventional
semi-automatic machine.
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Semi-automatic machine type 902
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Specialist Manufacturer of printing machines on objects since 1932
Over 25 000 machines sold worldwide
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More than 15 years of experience in numerical technology
More than 200 technical innovations patented to date
ABOVE SPECIFICATIONS ARE JUST INFORMATIVE AND CAN CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
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UNIVERSAL: all around printing (360 °) on any developable geometric shapes.
HIGH OUTPUT: up to 75 cycles/mn.
PRINTING QUALITY: no vertical screen movement during printing cycle.
USER-FRIENDLY: production changes without any tools, good accessibility (no platform).
FLEXIBLE: highly reduced time of change of production.
MAINTENANCE: no mechanic under the bottles.
SHORT RETURN ON INVESTMENT, including on small runs.

